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s told that if you raise a .history, a Uni ad States history and it would
or if you would read a Canadian history

refer to the war of 1812 /%Ø/$out the war of 1812 you would

get an entirely different picture. In the Canadian book you would read about

how the armies of the U. S. came up into Canada and how they were driven

beck with terrific force and utterly failed in their attempt to cross

into Canada. And there wouldn't be a great . But in the U. 5, history.

there would be very 1i;t1e mentioned Butit would tell about how the ships

meet the british ships on Lake Erie and they sent that. message, we have

met the enemy and they ar ours and about the great victory down at

New Orleans. And each of them would emphasis what they inwardly

say about the lther. And that you would ( End of C 24)

Begin o 25) And then after telling about these cities which

destroyed then it tells how edifies it , King of Judea who was one of
him

the leaders, of theopposing /And after whet you have read $ about this

conquest of his, naturally might destroy the city of Jerusaleum anc

but intsed of that I shut off the capital city, Jerusaleum like

a bird in a cage and (This record is vey hard to hear). and

evidence of the fact that he had of Jerusaleum and/he could have as
same strenght as when Le attacted

far as his strenght was concerned! Spmebirig Interferred (And 'from, his

viewpoint . Another interesting thing there is Secacribs palace and

it involved a great picture a great picture celebrating ora of his greet

victories. This was put up on one of the main rooms of hous and it shows

one of the great cities and 'there are the great walls areourid the city
forces

and here are the Asyrians attacking them. And then the next picture

shows them making $$/ya!1/ a hole in the wall and breaking into

the city and then the next picture shows Senacrib seatd on a hill

with a crown on his head sepher in his hand and they arebringing before
oouing

%)f him the prisoners out of the city. Then you see the people/ca ringing
out of the city
wt ±-22y could save out of their supply and end it ta, the account of

the'great victory. And as you lo k at it you loLc underneath,a a real form
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